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Sniper movies list hollywood

Sure the loudest explosions are in war movies, but when you want to see something that combines violence with stealthy and cunning tactics, suddenly snipers come to mind. As 'sniper' unfortunately is not a dedicated film genre, therefore finding some classy movies with snipers on them is much harder, then you can really imagine. Here today we compiled a complete list of the
best sniper movies of all time that will literally make you sit on the edge of your seat: 15. Sun Cheung Sau (2009) Of all the films on this list, this is the least likely to have been heard by most people. However, this is a solid film type cops and thieves set in Hong Kong. One of the HKPD's top snipers, Hartman, along with a hot-tempered rookie, is given the task of pursuing an ex-
policeman and Hartman's former friend who threatens to destroy the police force to get his revenge. 14. Jack Reacher (2012) Based on the novel One Shot, the titular character Jack Reacher is a former military criminal investigator investigating the case of a former U.S. Army sniper who, what appears to be, went on a killing slaughter and killed five civilians. Jack initially becomes
convinced that the sniper is in fact the culprit because of his similar actions in the past in Iraq. But soon things take a drastic turn when he discovers the involvement of a Russian mob in the killings. 13. Elephant White (2011) Elephant White is an action-drama film that has its ups and downs but still manages to be an entertaining and watchable film. A wealthy businessman hires a
sniper to seek revenge on the Thai traders responsible for his daughter's murder. While this film is not a favorite review, it still deserves credit for the artistic execution and sniper-centred plot. 12. Two-minute warning (1976) A sniper psychopath launches an assault on a stadium during a major game. The police, led by two top captains, ride a squadron and rush to the assistance of
civilians. However, it is a race against the clock, as a team of stars looks down the barrel of a loaded gun. 11. The American (2010) An American assassin and craftsman, Jack is given the task of creating a powerful custom sniper. However, while creating the gun he falls in love and befriends a priest, breaking his rules of secrecy that makes him be doubly cross-crossed and
mortally wounded at the end of the film, leaving his fate to be determined by viewers. 10. Rambo 4 (2008) A 20-year-old late sequel to Rambo III, this time's story sees John Rambo and a warrior travel band to a Burma being ravaged by war, to save the lives of an aid team who have been kidnapped by a cruel gang of Thai soldiers. The film's sniper plays an important role in all
tactical battles and ensures some of the best sniper killings ever depicted in film history. 9. Wanted (2008) Wesley Gibson meets the mysterious Sloan, who tells him that his father was killed. Training under Fox, he masters his sniper skills and and his eyes on his father Cross's killer. However, it turns out cross was his real father and Sloan had cheated on him, prompting Wesley
to pull a clever scam to take Sloan outdoors and end his life once and for all. While the systematic sniper traits and swinging bullets depicted in the film are pure science fiction and instead close to reality, the film still deserves a good place on our list of sniper films. 8. Phone Booth (2002) The arrogant life of Stu Shepard is completely shaken when he gets stuck in a booth with a
sniper whose goal is upon him. The sniper knows all the details about Stu's life and uses the information to challenge Stu to various mind games. Now, he somehow has to survive both the sniper and the police who consider him a killer (and he is unaware of the presence of the sniper). 7. Jarhead (2005) Anthony Swafford joins the Marines only so he could use his sniper skills for
action. During the first Gulf War, his team is stationed in Saudi Arabia, but all that awaits them is 175 days of boredom, misery and heat. After having his only chance to kill a led Iraqi commander (who, in turn, would have actually made him fire his rifle in combat), he returns home only to find that his girlfriend had moved on with someone else. 6. Saving Private Ryan (1998) A
genre-defining war film, Saving Private Ryan tries to track down the last child of a mother who has already lost 3 children in the war. A unit is sent behind enemy lines to try to retrieve Ryan as a result of which each team member is killed one after the other by enemy action. The film features several memorable sniper scenes, including a short sniper duel. 5. The Jackal (1997) The
Jackal, based on a novel by Frederick Forsyth, is an above-par action film, spiced with wit and style. When an unknown killer known as 'The Jackal' begins a killing slaughter, a jailed IRA sniper is released for being the only one who has a loose connection to him. He is then assigned the mission to prevent the Jackal from carrying out its next mission. 4. Shooter (2007) Shooter is
an impressive political thriller film, albeit full of controversy. It features a self-imposed former shooter in exile who is brought back when a plan to assassinate the president is discovered. After being betrayed and framed for the murder, the shooter later embarks on a one-man hunt to bring the real perpetrator to justice and to clear his own name. Targets (1968) Targets is a
psychological mastermind film that is still being sold today. his wife and mother then begins a killing frenzy that continues, killing numerous people as he simultaneously avoids police until Byron Orlok, a nearly retired policeman eventually goes after him. 2. Sniper (1993) A list of top sniper films can never be completed without the appropriate title Sniper. The film revolves around a
US Marine Corps sniper, infamous for his squadron's death tolls, stationed parked Panama, is partnering with a novice SWAT member to overthrow a rebel leader. The film enjoys a cult following and spawned two sequels (which largely flew), and is among the best sniper films out there. 1. Enemy at the Gates (2001) Enemy at the Gates is a pure sniper film that follows the story of
the Russian Sniper of World War II, Vasily Zaitsev, who wreaked havoc on German officers during the Battle of Stalingrad. The film focuses on Vasily's evolution from an ordinary infantry soldier into an adroit shooter and his eventual duel with the Berlin Sniper School teacher named König - who has been sent dedicated to the battlefield by the Germans to hunt Down Vasily.
Although this particular sniper film caused quite a stir in Russia to portray a rather negative impression of the Red Army (Russian soldiers) in World War II and to portray the fictional love story between Vasily and Tania, but never less the film became a critical and commercial success and is often regarded as the best sniper film ever. Honorable Mentions We Can't Help but
mention these great runner-ups to conclude this best list of sniper movies: D.C. Sniper: 23 Days of Fear (2003) Sniper: Reloaded (2011) American Sniper (2014) What are your favorite sniper movies of all time? Share with us some names in the comments section below! Below are the best of these films. Full Metal Jacket Sniper One of the best sniper films showing the works and
thoughts of being a sniper with the inner conflict drama. One of the original sniper films, Tom Berenger gives us a taste of special sniper ops. The best sniper film ever made the classic jungle crawl. Save Private Ryan This is the real sniper movie in which the sniper is only part of a company and not a superhero as shown in other movies. But still, it shows the importance of the
sniper to perfection. While the main character is not a sniper, without the help of one, the band of heroes wouldn't get very far. This is not a sniper movie anyone who knows anything about guns would say so Jackson should have lived screw that Spielberg Rambo Although the main character (Rambo) is not a sniper, the group of mercenaries he is equipped with has one and is
quite impressive. There is a small side plot where the sniper directs his own show. American Sniper This is absolutely the best sniper movie ever made. Also a very very big film that represents how horrible war is and what its consequences are. It definitely should have been No. 1 Hands down the best and most realistic sniper film of all time since it is heavily based on Chris Kyle
life story. This sniper movie should have been Number 1 One of the best sniper movies ever Shooter Guys, after this movie I watched over and over again and apparently never seems to get old. They need to continue the movie and make a shooter 2. They definitely need to keep Mark on it because after seeing it, you can't look the same again and say He's just another actor.
Actor. I mean, he nailed this movie (in a good way) if you know what I mean. He was just a flat beast. This film is incredibly amazing. Wahlberg really offers like Bob Lee Swagger, and Michael Pena is also amazing. What I found striking about the film are the many angles on who Swagger is. It's not just a trigger finger. It reminded me a little of the fugitive Mark Wahlberg as a
sniper. What's not to love? You get a taste of life after military service/combat where a sniper's skills can still be helpful. It's a good movie, but while fun has some real problems in it. The attack on the cottage is the main one. StillI enjoy it from just one entertainment movie. Jarhead This is a film that shows modern warfare (modern from 1991) and the role of infantry has - almost
none. Still, the training scenes and mental tension that soldiers, the snipers in particular, have witnessed throughout the film. Enemy at the gates A different perspective of World War II, this film has a reluctant soldier becoming a national hero - all through the reach of his rifle. It's very amazing sniper film based on the Jude law of the world war was the main character in the
awesome movie. I think it's a real sniper story: Ghost shooter great movie should have what a nice sniper movie. Sniper II Not many sequels make a top tense list, but this one is worth a watch for the sniper's point of view. The Contenders Hurt Locker Sniper: Reloaded Waaw this is the best picture I think Sniper reladed Sniper: Legacy This is by far the best sniper movie sequel so
far. It's just beautiful an action movie. The sniper scenes are really good. Hitman Excellent action and suspense. Best Movie I've Seen on The Day of the Movie Jackal Amazing Flawless Plot The Last Sniper Hitman. Jack Reacher A film based on an understanding of a sniper went wrong. A film that will leave you excitedly melting brain logics. The American While the film isn't
really an action movie nor is it the star of a sniper, another plot focuses on making a specialized sniper rifle. Very interesting to see the other side of the murder through a scope. The Expendables 2 The Expendables 3 Phone Booth Seen this twice – extremely nice. Even more mysterious if you don't know who sees the caller. Call.
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